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Chairman's Notes Spring 2008
It is with great sadness that I report that
three longstanding contributors to the
executive and the group have passed
away since the last newsletter. Alistair
Limpitlaw served on the executive from the
late seventies to the nineties, and Ted
Maciag served on the executive for many
years. Charles Dempsey had been on the
executive for almost twenty years, having
served as secretary, and then for many
years as chair of the scholarship
committee. Charles was still active in that
role, as he enjoyed dealing with the
applicants, the selection process and
meeting the recipient.
I would like to welcome new members to
the executive - Mohamed Jaffer, Alastair
Milne and Andre van Dijk. It is really
pleasing to have so many new members
with their fresh ideas. I am sure this will
help rejuvenate our regular programmes,
and bring new ones into being. Bob Frost
and Bob Enever, like me, have returned to
the executive after brief interludes doing
other things. Thanks to them for their
willingness to help out again. Lastly in this
regard, I would like to thank Roger Frayne
for his sterling work over the last couple of
years, chairing the executive, and for
staying on to provide guidance over the
next while.
One major function of your executive is to
. prepare a technical programme of interest
to you, the members. It has been very
encouraging to see between thirty and
forty attendees at the meetings so far this
year. We have some exciting sounding
presentations coming up, so perhaps the
attendees will increase.
number of
Spouses are always welcome as we ask
our speakers to present to a general level
engineering audience, avoiding jargon and
equations! Topics include the plans for the
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expansion of the airport, intelligent
transportation
systems
with
possible
applications
in
Calgary,
and
how
microelectronics experts are working with
nerve cell biologists to stimulate regrowth
of nerve cells and potentially find a new
way to help those who have suffered brain
or spinal cord injury. Keep an eye out for
these meetings and do attend if you can.
Perhaps of more import would be your
input on topics on which you would like us
to find a speaker. Do let us know by
whatever communication means you wish
to use.
The President of the Institution of
Structural Engineers is visiting Calgary in
April, and there is more on that visit on the
next page. Calgary and the CPGCE thus
continue to be a regular site for Presidents
of our sponsoring Institutions to visit. Your
executive will continue to ensure that our
existence is noted by these Institutions,
and that we expect members to be able to
meet senior representatives of their
Institutions every so often.
I look forward to seeing more members of
the group over the coming year, and would
certainly appreciate your input as to
desired activities.
Nigel Shrive

1996 based in Exeter, where she is currently a
director. She has been involved in the design and
supervision of a wide range of civil and structural
projects over her 30 year career, developing an
interest in historic structures and sustainable
construction.

Institution of Structural Engineer's
President to visit Calgary
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Sarah has long been actively involved in IStructE.
She was elected as the first woman Council
member in 1983, and is a past chairman of the
Devon and Cornwall branch.
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Sarah is also involved in the wider construction
industry. She is a member of South West Women in
Construction, who actively promote construction as
a career for girls, and is a past member of the civil
engineering advisory board of Exeter College.

1908-2008

CANADA ITINERARY:
CALGARY - 17- 21 APRIL 2008
FRIDAY 18 APRIL 2008

TECHNICAL PROGRAM

Morning:
Tour of local projects (EnCana
Building) and design office (Jacobs)

Wednesday, 14th May 2008.

University presentation/discussion
with students/graduates

Afternoon:

Evening

Calgary's intelligent transportation
Systems: Applications and Strategic
Plan

President to host a dinner for
IStructE members, CPGCE Office
Bearers commencing at 6.00pm at
the Palliser Hotel

Speaker: Dr Lina Kattan, Urban Alliance
Professor of Transportation System
Optimization, Dept of Civil Engineering,
University of Calgary.

Sarah Buck, the 88th
President,
will
visit
Calgary as part of a
Canada
wide
tour
including Toronto and
Vancouver. She will be
attending an evening
meeting
on
Friday
18,April at which IStructE
their
members
and
guests are welcome.
Sarah's objectives
IStructE
during
Presidency are to attract the best people into
profession; support IStructE members and
wider construction industry; and enthuse
general public with passion and appreciation for
value of structural engineering.

Wednesday, 11th June 2008.

The Marriage of Nerve Cells and
Microchip Technology: New Hope for
Brain and Spinal Cord Injuries
Speaker: Dr Naweed Syed, Professor and
Head, Cell Biology and Anatomy
Director of Research, Hotchkiss Brain Institute.

for
her
the
the
the
the

Sarah achieved First Class Honours at Exeter
University in 1971 and became a Chartered Civil
Engineer (Member) in 1980 and a Chartered
Structural Engineer in 1982 (Member), and Fellow
in 1997.
Sarah started her own business as a sole trader in
1993, and then co-founded BSW Consulting in
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Details of the fall program 2008 have yet to be
finalized. If you have suggestions please
contact the Technical Meeting Coordinators
identified on page 8.

LADIES LUNCHEON
All ladies - members and spouses of members
and ex-members are invited to join each other
for lunch on Tuesday May 6. Please call Sue at
(403) 239-9104

Obituary

Panasonic World Solar Challenge 2007
- Looking Back
reported by Roger Frayne

Charles S. Dempsey

Charles
Stuart
Dempsey passed away
suddenly on Tuesday,
March 18, 2008 at the
age of
78 years.
Charles was born in
Hull, Yorkshire, England. He was educated
in York and Leeds and
qualified as a Mechanical Engineer at Brunei
while working for Ford
Motor Company at
Dagenham, Essex. He did his National Service with
the R.A.F. where he trained as a radio technologist.

This presentation by Shawn Zwierchowski, Chief
Engineer of the University of Calgary (U of C) Solar
Car Project, gave members an insight into the many
problems in designing and constructing a solar car
as well as the challenges when competing with over
forty other cars in a race from Darwin to Adelaide in
Australia. The raison d'etre of the U of C's solar car
project can be summed up in three words:
Experiment, Educate and Experience in the field of
green sustainable energy. The project was
supported by specialist in the fields of engineering,
business and kinesiology. A large proportion of the
funding required for the budget of over $750,000
was obtained from the oil and gas industry in
Alberta.

Charles immigrated to Canada in 1957 where he
met Rita, his wife of 48 years, and started his long
career in the oil industry. Accredited as a
Professional Engineer in Ontario, British Columbia
and Alberta, he applied his knowledge of tribology
across many industries as a technical specialist
with British American Oil, in Toronto, Gulf Oil in
Vancouver and Calgary, and Petro-Canada in
Calgary where he worked until his retirement.
Following retirement, Charles rounded out his
career working in the alternative fuels area as
Technical Director for the Propane Gas Association
- a highlight being the Drive Clean Across America
promotion - and finally as a consultant.
Charles was a member of the Institute of
Mechanical Engineers, APEGGA, Fellow of the
Institute of Petroleum, and Life Member of the
Society of Automotive Engineers. He maintained his
connection with friends and colleagues through the
"Gas Gang" and Petro-Canada Retirees groups.
Charles was a founding member of the Canadian
Prairies Group of Chartered Engineers and served
on the executive for over twenty years.
Charles enjoyed hiking and cross-country skiing
with family and friends, bicycling, listening to music
and tending his garden. An avid reader, he was a
familiar face at the Alexander Calhoun library.
Charles and Rita used their retirement years to
travel to many wonderful places and visit loved
ones near and far. Family, friends and colleagues
will miss his dry and thoughtful wit, gentle manner
and perceptive insights.
Charles is survived by his wife, Rita, his son
Andrew and daughter Alison.

From a design point of view aerodynamics are
critical along with the selection of materials for the
solar panel. The International Solar Federation sets
out the specifications and criteria for vehicle design,
and inspection by the scrutineers ensures that all
vehicles comply with them. All vehicles must meet a
specified minimum weight of approximately 175
kilograms of which the battery pack was the single
biggest element, 30 kilograms. Lithium batteries
were selected over nickel cadmium batteries
because of their energy density although the latter
type may have an advantage with higher charging
rates Extensive use of composite materials of high
strength contributed to a successful vehicle design.
For the U of C car, a solar array of gallium
arsenate, triple junction cells were utilised in a
panel with a total area of approximately 8.4 square
meters of which 6.0 square meters was active with
an efficiency of approximately 30%. A brushless,
three phase, variable frequency motor was used to
drive the car giving the vehicle an overall electrical
efficiency of 96%. The design incorporated
regenerative braking to recharge the battery pack
on downhill runs. Mandatory safety features
included a roll cage and seat belt for the driver.
As a pre-requisite to the race itself, all entries were
required to undergo inspection by the scrutineers to
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ensure compliance with the design regulations. The
vehicles then completed two laps of a short race
track to demonstrate the soundness of the design.
Unfortunately in the run up to last fall's event in
Australia, the U of C machine had a misalignment
of one of its two rear wheels and this caused a tyre
to burst on the second test lap resulting in
significant damage to the car. The team managed
to repair the car to the satisfaction of race
organisers and was allowed to compete in the
actual race. Racing strategy became an important
part of the actual race itself. Factors such as how
fast does one drive the car and deal with cloudy
skies as they occurred became critical decisions.
The higher the speed the less reserve is available
to handle periods of reduced energy absorption.

During the six day race, the team experienced a
number of events which impacted their overall finish
including a loss of 25% of their solar array due to
the testing accident; bush tires along the race
course route; high cloud cover on one day which
limited the battery re-charging and two flat tyres and
an intermittent electrical fault on yet another day.
The good news is that in spite of the earlier
setback, the U of C entry finished eighth in the
Challenge Class for designs with the driver sitting
upright and twelfth overall and now looks forward to
competing in the Dallas to Calgary race which will
take place from July 01 to July 28 2008.
Congratulations to the team on a job well done!

Obituary
Tadeusz (Ted) Maciag
It is with profound
sadness
that
we
announce the passing
of Ted Maciag on
October 24, 2007 at
the age of 80, when he
lost his
long and
courageous battle with
lung disease. Ted was
born in Poland on
August 1, 1927.
As a twelve-year-old,
together with all his
family, including elderly grandparents, he was
forced out under the Soviet gun, from the home and
"resettled" in Siberia (Perm), to work in the labour
camps and forests. In 1941, the USSR was invaded
by Hitler and "amnesty" allowed thousands of Poles
to trek south to Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan where the
Polish Army was forming. Ted's long trek from the
USSR led through Iran, Iraq, Africa and Palestine
where he continued his high school, until he joined
the Polish 2nd Corps under British Command in the
Middle East.
After the War, Ted came to England where he
studied engineering in London. He loved his
profession and was involved in many interesting
projects in England, Ireland and further afield. He
was a recipient of the Oscar Faber Medal. His
distinguished career as a Structural Engineer led
him to Calgary in the 1970's to work on the new
Calgary Exhibition and Stampede Grandstand.
Ted's greatest engineering challenge came as
Calgary was chosen to host the Winter Olympic
Games for 1988. Ted and his team were invited to
design the Calgary Saddledome and other Olympic
facilities and features.
Ted was always delighted and proud to see the
flags at the Canada Olympic Park and the Calgary
Stampede as they fluttered in the breeze, hoisted
on flagpoles anchored firmly in the bases which he
designed. He loved Calgary and his initially
temporary assignment extended to the rest of his
life. He was a consummate engineer, dedicated,
hard working to the last day of his life. Ted was a
Fellow of the Institution of Structural Engineers in
England, a Professional Engineer in Alberta and a
member of the Canadian Prairies Group. He will be
lovingly remembered for his strong work ethic and
for his generosity, wisdom, determination and
courage in the face of overwhelming adversity.

VOLUNTEERS PLEASE
Four volunteers are requested to form a
social committee - preferably two members
and two spouses with the spouses preferably
not associated with the two member volunteers.
Please call Nigel Shrive at (403) 239-9104.
Thanks
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ENMAX Distribution Automation
Program
Report by Andre van Dijk
Dean Craig P.Eng. of ENMAX Power Corporation
(EPC) made a very interesting presentation on the
past, present and future of the EPC Distribution
Automation Program. EPC serves approximately
400,000 customers in the Calgary area. The
electrical distribution system is made up of some
300 feeders (main lines) at 25kV and 13kV. The
first five year phase of the program, focused on
introducing Distribution Automation to the system,
was completed in 2007 at a cost of approximately
$15 million. During this first phase all the 25kV
feeders and the worst performing 13kV feeders
were automated. In total over 70 were automated
using nearly 200 automated load-break switches.
The goal of the program was to meet EPC's
regulatory requirement to continually improve upon
the reliability of the utility's electrical system. The
metrics by means of which reliability is measured at
EPC are SAlOl and SAIFI. SAlOl- System Average
Interruption Duration Index is a measure of how
long on average a EPC customer is without power
in a year. SAIFI - System Average Interruption
Frequency Index is a measure of how often on
average a EPC customer is without power in a year.
When calculating both SAlOl and SAIFI, only
sustained outages, where the power is off for longer
than a minute, are counted.
The principle by means of which Distribution
Automation operates is that a number of intelligent
switches communicate with each other in order to
perform FLISR - Fault Location, Isolation and
Service Restoration. Figure 1 below illustrates this
concept. Red indicates closed and green indicates
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spread-spectrum radios and a control system. The
main Control Centre equipment consists of a proxy
server, substation logic module and configuration
software. The control intelligence is distributed
among switch controllers and the overall strategy is
to divide the control problem into smaller, simpler
pieces. The switches communicate peer-to-peer
via radio and work together in teams to isolate the
fault and to restore power to the un-faulted
segments.
The following diagram (Figure 2),
depicts a typical substation feeder arrangement
with the various teams encircled in black.

Figure 2 A Distributed Control
A team consists of a line segment bounded by
intelligent switches. Switches can belong to one or
two teams and a team may have from one to eight
switches. Teams are building blocks and
interconnected teams form a self-healing network.
A software agent, called the Coach, is passed
between team members and serves two purposes it distributes data between team members and it
coordinates with adjacent coaches before switch
closure is permitted. Although not discussed here,
the proxy server and the substation logic module
are also vital components of the system.
Future

I
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Distribution

Automation system include the introduction of the
next generation of automation equipment, including
fault
interrupting
switches
and
improved
communication equipment.
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ENMAX Power Corporation has the largest fully
automated feeder restoration system in Canada
and has proven the value of the technology by
achieving savings in excess of 7 million customer
outage minutes and over 100,000 customer
outages since the inception of the program. The
program won the award for Project of the Year at
the 2004 Distributech Conference.

j

Figure 1 Fault Location, Isolation and Service
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open.
The field equipment consists of intelligent switches
(either overhead or pad-mounted) connected to

For further information please email Dean Craig on
dcraig@enmax.com.
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expected to produce significant collateral damage
to its crew. The structural materials of the time,
wood, ropes, with a limited used of high strength
ductile steel did not make for the design of a
catapult with a high safety factor. Perhaps that's
why the crews also wore body armour, helmets and
metal reinforced leather boots, early safety
equipment. The use of torsion systems also wears
with usage resulting in poor accuracy. With the
collapse of the Roman Empire weaponry returned
to the more basic portable personal variety that met
the requirements of the many ravaging hordes in
Western Europe.

Obituary
Alistair Limpitlaw

Alistair passed away on
Sunday, February 10, 2008
at the age of 85. Alistair
was born and spent his
early years in Scotland and
later served in the R.A.F as
a pilot for five years during
World War II. Alistair was a
life member of APEGGA.
and a member of Chinook
Rotary Club, the Air Crew Association and the
Burma Star Association. Alistair was a founding
member of the CPGCE and served on the
executive for more than 15 years.

By the end of the first Millennium there was a more
stable situation in Europe where the local
infrastructure consisted of many small city states
and countries centred on fortified structures namely
castles or walled towns. The civil engineering of
these structures was based on precision cut stone
as the basic hard material for walls, with soft
defence structures such moats (or built on a bend in
the river), earth banks and ditches. The local

Alistair is survived by his wife June for 57 years,
and his daughter Rosemary.

The Trebuchet-The Ultimate Heavy
Artillery of the First Millennium
The Albi ensian or Cathar Crusade in the first half
of the 13 h century was the time when the trebuchet
development reached its peak. The first catapults
were believed to have been
developed by the Greeks
around 400 BC. These were
mainly torsion
powered
devices. As in all technology
of that era it was the Roman
engineers who perfected the
weaponry at the time. The
ballista was a catapult
Ballista based on bow technology
where a large metal dart or
bolt was fired at the enemy. The competitive
catapult design, more useful for sieges, was the
mangonel which was a torsion based throwing arm
for hurling rocks at the enemy. The trebuchet was
developed around the same time but its
development potential was not recognised until
much later when it
pulled ahead of
other devices as
the ultimate heavy
artillery.
Although
torsion
devices
certainly
worked they require
sophistication
in
design and manufacture which the Romans
certainly mastered. The storing of torsion energy
while arming the device is always a dangerous time
and if the torsion system should fail it could be
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geography was used to advantage. As in all things
the design was compromised by the necessity of
actual having to be able to afford the cost of
building and maintaining the structure, living in it
and conducting business there. The typical fortified
structure had walls 1-2 metres thick, 3-4 metres
high with a crenulated top. Towers (round or
square) were positioned every 50 metres to provide
a resource centre for troops and provide a high
point for observation. An excellent existing model
exists at Carcassonne in France, see photo.
The military requirement was for a weapon that
could gain access through the fortifications. There
were other technologies available such as mining
under the walls (piled foundations were not
common at the time for castles) and using scaling
ladders; if one did not want to sit out a siege.
Unfortunately these required sending specialist
units to work at close proximity to the walls. These
operations had a not unsurprisingly high mortality

rate. The preferred option was to hurl large rocks at
the wall to knock them down. The trebuchet was the
perfect weapon
It consists of an asymmetrical pivoted lever. The
short arm of the lever carried a pivoted wooden box
acting as a counter weight in which anywhere up to
12 tonnes of a dense material was carried. The
longer throwing arm, typically four to six times
longer than the short one, had a rope sling attached
to the end. This lever arm was pivoted around 6
metres above grade on a strong wooden braced
frame preferably on wheels. The concept is to raise
the counter weight as high as possible by winding
down the sling end of the lever to grade. A roundish
rock (the projectile can be up to 150 kg) is placed in
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Trebuchet

the sling. The counter weight is let go and the
projectile can be expected to be hurled around 100
metres and would hits the target with a speed of
around 100 km/hr. The walls were constructed of
fitted limestone or sandstone with no bonding
cement. They would fracture with the continual
pounding. The arming force for the weapon was
either manpower or horsepower for winding the
weight. The weapon could be expected to fire 2
rocks every hour. They also had alternate
projectiles available to wage biological warfare such
as rotting cow carcasses. One further intimidating
factor must have been that because of the relatively
low velocity one can easily follow the arc of the
projectile as it comes towards you.
The physics of the d.esign are simple. One coverts
the potential energy created by lifting the heavy
weight into kinetic energy by hurling a much lighter
missile. The advantage over the mangonel was that
the combination of the lever and sling made the
Trebuchet much more efficient at transferring the
potential energy into kinetic energy. If you place a
rock on a seesaw and jump on the other end you
will get very poor energy transfer. Further the sling
provides additional adjustments for the trajectory.
Some six hundred years later in the Napoleonic
Wars cannonball range was still only a few hundred
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yards for balls weighing 15-20 kg albeit with a
higher velocity. The Trebuchet was relatively simple
to make consisting of a tenoned wooden frame and
rope, there was no requirement for iron at all. The
carpentry skills were readily available. Some
Trebuchets were designed with wheels and these
perform more effectively than the wheel less
version. The reason being that as the heavy
counter weight swings through its lowest point it
rises up the other side and the trebuchet rocks
backwards and forwards on its wheels before
coming to rest. This movement is akin to recoil on a
canon. If it does not have wheels the frame tends to
lift off the ground at
the missile loading
end which affects the
performance.
Unfortunately
Newton's Laws of
Motion were not in place for another 450 years so
the mathematics was not available at the time to
calculate the trajectory and distances. One
assumes with lots of practice they could calibrate
the Trebuchet on past experience. Once the missile
weight and counterweight are set the only variables
are pointing the trebuchet and adjusting the sling.
y and hence the
The latter changes the trajector
distance the missile is hurled. The weakest link in
Trebuchet warfare was the time taken to windlass
the counter weight into the firing position. This
seems to have taken about thirty minutes. With the
arrival of gunpowder into Europe in the thirteen
century the development of the cannon displaced
the trebuchet. If one travels to Minerve in Aude,
France, they have a replica of a trebuchet to
commemorate the fall of this unique fortified village.
The village is on the confluence of two river ravines
and is almost unassailable. Unfortunately a
trebuchet was used to destroy the armoured well
access so the village surrendered resulting in the
burning of a large number of Cathars in 1210.

The CPGCE Executive 2008
Left to right: Tom Martin,
Robert Frost, Arun Kumar,
Andre van Dijk, Nigel Shrive,
Robert Enever, Robert Mote,
Adrian Dumbrava, Mohamed
Jaffer and Colin Pollard.
The following members were
proposed and duly elected to
the executive committee at the
Annual General Meeting held
on 26th January 2008.

In the table below are the
contact coordinates for your
executive.
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